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Standard 7-4  The student will create written work that has a clear 
focus, sufficient detail, coherent organization, effective 

use of voice, and correct use of the conventions of written 
Standard American English.  

 

The teacher should continue to address earlier indicators as they apply to more 

difficult texts. 
 
Instructional appendixes are provided as the baseline expectations for instruction 

and are not intended to be all-inclusive documents. 

 

Indicator 7-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
simple, compound, and complex) in writing. (See 

Instructional Appendix: Composite Writing Matrix)  
 
Definition of Revised Bloom’s Verb  

Use    Apply a procedure to a familiar task. 
 

Explanation of the Indicator  
The study of syntax allows students to learn how sentences are constructed. When 
students understand that clauses are the building blocks of sentences, they can use 

clauses as tools to assemble a strong variety of sentences in their own writing. A 
clause is a group of words that contains a verb and its subject and that is used as 

part of a sentence. An independent clause expresses a complete thought and can 
stand by itself as a sentence. A subordinate clause does not express a complete 
thought and cannot stand alone as a sentence. A simple sentence has one 

independent clause and no subordinate clauses. A compound sentence has two or 
more independent clauses but no subordinate clauses. A complex sentence has 

one independent clause and at least one subordinate clause. A compound-
complex sentence contains two or more independent clauses and at least one 
subordinate clause. 

 
Students should begin with knowledge of subjects, predicates, independent and 

subordinate clauses, coordinating and subordinating conjunctions, and the use of 
commas and semicolons in punctuating different types of sentences. This 

knowledge will allow them to classify types of sentences, analyze sentence types in 
the literature they are studying, and create written work which employs varied 
sentence structure.  Varying sentence structure to promote rhythmic reading is an 

important component of voice in writing, as is effective phrasing. Studying sentence 
types should not be an isolated grammatical exercise. Students should connect 

their study of syntax to their own writing and to the literature they are currently 
studying. Teachers should help students make that connection by modeling 
extensively, by expecting students to use varied sentence structure in their own 

writing, and by providing a rich variety of literature for students to analyze. 
Effective teaching practices in the study of sentence structure will strengthen 

students as both readers and writers. 
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A review of the sentence types and accompanying punctuation rules learned in 
previous grades is essential before teachers begin instruction in the new sentence 

types. An effective way to do this is through mini-lessons based upon what 
students are reading and writing.  

 
Instructional Progression of the Indicator 
The level of difficulty of the text increases at each grade level. Additionally, some 

areas of focus for the study of Greek and Latin roots and affixes differ at each grade 
level.  

 
What do students need to know before they can understand 
how to use complete sentences in a variety of types? 

 Students should understand the definition and function of subjects 
and predicates in sentences. 

 Students should understand the definition and function of clauses in 
sentences. 

 Students should be able to distinguish between an independent 

clause and a subordinate clause.  
 Students should know and be able to use coordinating conjunctions 

correctly in sentences. 
 Students should know and be able to use subordinating 

conjunctions correctly in sentences. 
 Students should be able to correctly punctuate compound, 

complex, and compound-complex sentences using commas and 

semicolons. 
 

Within the study of using complete sentences in a variety of 
types, what have students been taught and what will they be 
taught in the future? The words in bold indicate changes from grade 

to grade. 
 

K-4.2  Generate complete sentences orally. 
1-4.2  Use simple sentences in writing. 
2-4.2  Use complete sentences (including simple sentences 

with compound subjects and predicates) in writing. 
3-4.2      Use complete sentences (including compound  

sentences) in writing. 
4-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including  

simple and compound sentences) in writing. 

5-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
simple, compound, and complex) in writing. 

6-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
simple, compound, and complex) in writing. 

7-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 

simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex). 
8-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 

simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex). 
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E1-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
   simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex). 

E2-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
   simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex). 

 E3-4.3 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 
   simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex). 
 E4-4.2 Use complete sentences in a variety of types (including 

   simple, compound, complex, and compound complex.). 
 

When teaching how to use complete sentences in a variety of types, what 
connections, links, or ties can be made to other indicators? 

7-4.4  Use grammatical conventions of written Standard American  

  English including reinforcement of conventions already taught. 
7-4.5 Revise writing to improve clarity, tone, voice, content, and the 

development of ideas (see Instructional Appendix: Composite 
Writing Matrix). 

 

Classroom Assessment  
 

Students should have many opportunities to practice constructing sentences in a 
variety of types before being asked to demonstrate their knowledge for 

assessment. After introducing students to clauses, the teacher might begin by 
offering students “pieces” of sentences with which to construct simple, compound, 
and complex sentences. This could be done quite literally by putting the pieces of 

sentences on construction paper and having students find their matching 
counterparts to construct sentences, or the sentence pieces could be written on the 

board for the students to match. 
 
Once students gain confidence with constructing sentences of different types, they 

can begin to look at how to improve writing by varying sentence structure. The 
teacher should offer the students models of paragraphs written completely in 

simple sentences or completely in complex sentences so students can see the 
effects of not varying sentence structure. Since one purpose of varying sentence 
structure is to promote rhythmic reading, ask students to read these model 

paragraphs aloud so they can hear the effects of not varying sentence structure. 
After students revise the models to use a variety of sentence structure, they should 

read the paragraphs aloud again. 
 
Students also need to examine the literary and informational texts they are 

currently reading and analyze them for the effective use of various types of 
sentences. They should determine if there are types of writing which use one 

sentence type more than another and why that is so. 
 
Finally, students need to apply their knowledge of constructing sentences in a 

variety of types to their own writing. The teacher should hold the students 
accountable for their knowledge by expecting them to use varied sentence structure 

in their writing and by evaluating that use with the voice domain of the PASS 
writing rubric.  
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Students should be taught and assessed using similar methods. Students need 
multiple opportunities and ways to demonstrate their knowledge of sentence 

structure. In order to address the definition of the verb “use,” opportunities for 
demonstration of knowledge should be drawn from material the student is not likely 

to have had contact with or be presented from a different perspective.  
 
Suggested Instructional Resources 

Professional Texts 
Baker, Sheridan. The Practical Stylist. New York, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell  

 
Company, 1997. 

 

Culham, Ruth. 6+1 Traits of Writing. New York, New York: Scholastic, 2003. 
 

Frank, Steven. The Pen Commandments: A Guide for the Beginning Writer. New  
  

York, New York: Pantheon Books, 2003. 

 
Longknife, Amy and Sullivan, K.D. The Art of Styling Sentences. Hauppauge, New 

  
York: Barron’s, 2002. 

 
Strong, William. Sentence Combining: A Composing Book. New York, New York:  
  

McGraw-Hill, 1994. 
 

Strunk, William Jr., and White, E.B. The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition. New 
 
York, New York: Allyn and Bacon, 2000. 

 
Zinsser, William. On Writing Well. New York, New York: HarperCollins, 2001. 

 
Student Texts 
There are many titles that teachers and students may select to better understand 

sentence structure and variety. Library Media Specialists from the South Carolina 
Association of School Librarians (SCASL) are collaborating with the South Carolina 

Department of Education to provide a sampling of texts to match the indicators. 
This will continue be a work in progress. Teachers should collaborate with their 
library media specialists for additional suggestions. These titles can be used for 

read alouds, shared reading, and independent reading. While each title on the list 
has been read and reviewed by professionals, some of these titles may not meet 

the needs of each classroom environment. Teachers are encouraged to read the 
texts prior to using them in class. Use the following link for the SCASL suggested 
texts http://scasl.pbwiki.com/ELA+Standards.  

 

http://scasl.pbwiki.com/ELA+Standards
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Nonprint Materials 
http://eslbee.com/sentences.htm 

 
http://www.geocities.com/fifth_grade_tpes/sentence2.html 

 
http://www2.ivcc.edu/rambo/eng1001/sentences.htm 
 

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/GRAMMAR/cgi-
shl/quiz.pl/sentence_types_quiz.htm 

 
http://itech.pjc.edu/writinglab/senpat.htm 
 

http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/sensort/index.html     
 

http://www.mccd.edu/faculty/pirov/compound.htm 
 
http://www.esc.edu/esconline/across_esc/writerscomplex.nsf/0/9ba7aca253306cee

852569c3007117cf?OpenDocument   
 

http://grammar.about.com/od/c/g/comcomplexterm.htm 
 

http://classroom.jc-
schools.net/coleytech/dynamic_curriculum/Language/Simple,%20Compound,%20a
nd%20Complex%20Sentences%20in.ppt. 

 
http://myweb.wssu.edu/wallr/ENG3321/simplecompoundcomplex.htm 

 
http://www.leasttern.com/Grammar/Sentences.html 
 

http://flightline.highline.edu/writingcenter/workshops/sentence-structure.doc 
 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/573/02/ 
 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/604/01/ 

 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/598/02/ 

 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/print/grammar/PDFs/g_commacomp.pdf 
 

http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=C568C497-02BD-
4284-BAF9-6AAD48CC8FBE&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US 

 
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=0B4F19EB-94FD-
459D-8E90-E260C1E15A4B&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US 

 
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=660913E5-9C6A-

4FFF-9B31-2C3A9656F1F2&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US 
 

http://eslbee.com/sentences.htm
http://www.geocities.com/fifth_grade_tpes/sentence2.html
http://www2.ivcc.edu/rambo/eng1001/sentences.htm
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/GRAMMAR/cgi-shl/quiz.pl/sentence_types_quiz.htm
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/GRAMMAR/cgi-shl/quiz.pl/sentence_types_quiz.htm
http://itech.pjc.edu/writinglab/senpat.htm
http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/sensort/index.html
http://www.mccd.edu/faculty/pirov/compound.htm
http://www.esc.edu/esconline/across_esc/writerscomplex.nsf/0/9ba7aca253306cee852569c3007117cf?OpenDocument
http://www.esc.edu/esconline/across_esc/writerscomplex.nsf/0/9ba7aca253306cee852569c3007117cf?OpenDocument
http://grammar.about.com/od/c/g/comcomplexterm.htm
http://classroom.jc-schools.net/coleytech/dynamic_curriculum/Language/Simple,%20Compound,%20and%20Complex%20Sentences%20in.ppt
http://classroom.jc-schools.net/coleytech/dynamic_curriculum/Language/Simple,%20Compound,%20and%20Complex%20Sentences%20in.ppt
http://classroom.jc-schools.net/coleytech/dynamic_curriculum/Language/Simple,%20Compound,%20and%20Complex%20Sentences%20in.ppt
http://myweb.wssu.edu/wallr/ENG3321/simplecompoundcomplex.htm
http://www.leasttern.com/Grammar/Sentences.html
http://flightline.highline.edu/writingcenter/workshops/sentence-structure.doc
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/573/02/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/604/01/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/598/02/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/print/grammar/PDFs/g_commacomp.pdf
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=C568C497-02BD-4284-BAF9-6AAD48CC8FBE&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=C568C497-02BD-4284-BAF9-6AAD48CC8FBE&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=0B4F19EB-94FD-459D-8E90-E260C1E15A4B&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=0B4F19EB-94FD-459D-8E90-E260C1E15A4B&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=660913E5-9C6A-4FFF-9B31-2C3A9656F1F2&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=660913E5-9C6A-4FFF-9B31-2C3A9656F1F2&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US

